Music

Please complete the self-reflection and related tasks below, as directed.
In addition to the tasks here, please also prepare two contrasting
performances on your instrument (or voice) for a performance early in
September.
1. Self-Reflection
Instrumental / Performance Experience…
Instrument(s) I play (include vocals if appropriate):
Briefly describe the bands/groups you regularly perform with and describe the nature and
regularity of rehearsals/performances, the types of venues you play and the audiences you
play to:

Below, list as many key skills involved in playing your instrument(or voice) and RAG rate
them based on how confident/proficient you feel in each area.
For example, a drummer might have skills/techniques such as reading notation, keeping
time, playing to music, playing in a recording setting, dynamic range etc. A guitarist might
include reading notation, power chords, bar chord, finger picking, using a pick etc.
Please make sure you include some examples of your own, appropriate to your instrument
(or voice)
NB. RAG rating
Green = Capable, no major concerns, can do this skill proficiently
Amber = some concerns, needs more work to get to green
Red = major concerns/cannot do this (yet)
Skill / Technique
RAG rating

Music Technology Experience…
Briefly describe your experience with Music Technology, equipment you own/use, the
types of technology you have used in the past:
Below, RAG rate the skills based on how confident/proficient you feel in each area…
Skill / Technique
RAG rating
Knowledge / use of a range of Microphones
Use of mixing desks
Recording / Editing Audio in Garageband (or
equivalent)
Creating music by Sequencing
Remixing
Setting up / managing live sound technology
Music Industry Experience…
Briefly describe your experience in the Music Industry, any administration/management
roles you have had, marketing/promotion/business studies experiences:
Below, RAG rate the skills based on how confident/proficient you feel in each area…
Skill / Technique
RAG rating
General organisation
Time management
Ability to be part of a team
Ability to manage others
Ability to be managed
Ability to stick to deadlines
Ability to plan short/medium/long term and
stick to the plans
Creative thinking
Problem solving
Design (coming up with the ideas and
making them)
Design (drawing them)
Communication
Employment skills…
Action planning
Decision making
Problem solving
Time management
Commercial awareness
Comms (verbal)
Comms (non-verbal/written)
Negotiating
Leadership
Negotiating

IT
Motivation
Creative thinking
Study skills…
Adopting objective reasoning
Critical thinking and analysis
Synthesising information
Time management
IT skills
Reading info (textbooks)
Presentation and discourse
Creative thinking
2. Summary
Please outline your main strengths (any sections you put as green). Share anything else that
is relevant you have not yet had the chance to share.
Below that is the opportunity to reflect on your areas for improvement (either amber, or
red). It would be useful for you to begin to research into the sections which are red, and
develop your skills in the amber sections. Please include details of this in the section below.
My main strengths are…

My main areas for improvement are…

The main lessons I have learnt from my journey to 6th form are…

Targets
By the end of 6th form I want to have achieved…

In 10 years, I want to have achieved…

In order to succeed in both of these I will…

